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Reading the cards has never been easier, even if you've never done a spread before!With more

than 100 spreads to choose from, Power Tarot offers experienced and novice readers alike

innovative and accurate ways to get answers to their most pressing questions on romance, work,

finances, health, and spiritual growth. From the single card "Yes/No" draw, to the comprehensive

twenty-four card spread of the Double Horoscope, from the traditional Celtic Cross to the Past-Life

Spread, you will find spreads to answer particular questions, while others describe more general

situations. Writing in plain English, authors Trish MacGregor and Phyllis Vega give you information

an the meaning of each card in the tarot deck (no matter which deck you use), both in general and

as the card relates to specific issues. There are tips on how to determine the time frame of an event,

exciting insights into traditional interpretations, and easy-to-follow diagrams for the position and

meaning of the cards in each spread.
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James Wanless, Ph.D. Breaks new ground in revealing bow tarot is an oracular tool for

self-discovery...empowering, enlightening, and entertaining. A significant contribution to the field of

tarot.Mary K. Greer Author of Tarot For Yourself and The Essence Of Magic A rich repast of tarot

spreads for your delectation...will help you give straightforward and practical readings that can be

geared to specific issues.Rosemary Ellen Gulley



Trish MacGregor, author and professional tarot reader, lives in Boynton Beach, Florida.

Power Tarot is a book that I refer to often and have for years. After my original copy completely fell

apart from years of use, I purchased a new copy. This is a book that I could not be without because

of the amazing spreads. Not only do I use this book for the spreads but the card meanings as well.

Years ago, when I first got this book I did a reading for myself. Instead of doing my reading

intuitively I decided to only use the meanings from this book. LetÃ¢Â€Â™s just say it was so

accurate that it really freaked me out, in a good way of course. It is a reading that I will never forget

because I was warned about getting a speeding ticket and losing my car keys and within a week

they both happened.The meanings for each card have always helped me whenever I need to refer

to this book. The spreads in this book are great and I have used many of them. One of my favorites

is the monthly spread. Every month I do a reading for myself, it is always nice to know what lies

ahead for me. The card meanings offer practical every day advice which I personally like. This book

is packed full of useful information and I really like how the card meanings are broken down to

specific topics such as love, work, finance, health and even your spiritual state.Very happy that I

could find another copy of this book! This is a book that I would recommend to beginners and

seasoned tarot readers.

This is an awesome book on tarot cards. It gives so many different card layouts and spreads that

are different from the normal known spreads. I really enjoyed trying out some of the different types

of spreads that the book suggested, and I still have so many more to try out in the future. Great tarot

spread book!

When I first got this book i didnt pay much attention to it but then one day i wanted to learn a little bit

about the Tarot spreads and after carefully exploring the book i realised it was more than just

spreads, its explain the meaning of each card in detail it talks about the minor and mayor arcanas

and its tells you every basic thing you need to know about reading the Tarot. This book its not just

about spreads its about 101 Tarot. Its explanations are simple for a bigginer to understand and it

contains plenty of spreads to get started with. Iove this book and its the one i rely on when i need a

little help.

While I usually steer clear of these kinds of books I needed a better instructional for the two decks of

cards I now held my possessions. Especially after having experienced some serious malfunctions



with the pamphlet I was given.Power Tarot, while not going as in depth into the history of the cards

as I would have preferred, does a very clear and concise summary of the use and origin of the tool.

Internally, I cringed at the mention of using 800 number spreads, but after having tried some of the

techniques and spreads offered I'm pleased with the results. There is also something to be said

about the wide selection of spreads, not just one spread for each kind of problem, but multiple

spreads for each sort of problem sorted by the number of cards used. This makes it easier to find a

spread for whatever occasion, whether I've got ten minutes or ten hours.There is also a good long

explanation, not only of each card, but how the cards can interact and explain each other. As well as

meanings for every possible placement of the card in a layout, the authors offer empowerment

meanings for each card which I find helpful for explaining the usage of such cards in spells and

incantations.This is an excellent book for beginner tarot readers although its major downfall is the

lack of reverse-card meanings. While the authors don't discount the reverse card meanings, it is

stated that it can complicate matters for a beginning reader and here it becomes clear that this book

was written for beginners. If you have been using tarot for some time, it might be worth the purchase

just for the spreads in the back, but I doubt you'll find the deeper translations or references for the

cards that I can only imagine the advanced reader seeks.However, for the beginner, as a beginner,

I found this book a huge assistance in understanding and using a new tool. I will probably keep it for

a long time as I advance in my usage of tarot simply for the spreads, dog-earring and

turn-weathering those back pages for a long time to come.

I've got a lot of decks, and a ton of Tarot books from your good quality beginner books like those

from Joan Bunning to your more advanced type of fare like those from Mary Greer or Rachel

Pollack. Still, this book is one of my very favorites. It's quick. It's precise. It's to the point! Yet most

importantly, it is very handy in a reading where I'm stuck on where something fits, and I need to put

it into context. I use it just as much for the way in which it approaches certain basic aspects of the

individual cards. I've been reading for a number of years, but I do get stuck at times. It happens to

all of us, I think. "Where the heck does the Seven of Cups fit into this??!!?!? Arrgghh!!!" It's a great

resource for working through those types of situations, and it's very accessible which is part of why

it's so handy. There are tons of spreads, that I'm sure you could find online if you really wanted to

dig around, but it makes it easier to have them all in one place. It's by no means a definitive book,

and for a basic "Learn Tarot" book, it's not what I'd recommend. But for a helpful resource to give

you more ideas when reading, and get you past some frustration, you really cannot go wrong. It's

helped me a lot, and has proven to be invaluable over time.
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